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Sound radiation froⅡ l an axisyⅡunetric radiator in

an inflnite batte
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A method that can be applied to the radiation problenl of a convex or a concave radiator

in an ininite bafne is described. This method utilizes the least square error method,

and anows the radiator to take almost any kind of axisymmetric shape even thOugh

the accuracy of the resuit depends on the shape. The frequency responses of the on‐

axis sound pressure are calculated for three cases of the radiator shape, a convex dome,

a concave dome,and a combination of a truncated concave cone and a convex domc

at the center.  The accuracy is con』ヒmed by comparing the results obtained by the
present rnethod with those obtained by previous lnethods by the present authors. Threc

error indexeS are suggested for an estilnation of the accuracy of the results.

PACS number:43.20,43.88

1. INTRODUCTION
method to the deternlination of thc sound radiation

frorn cOnvex and concave domesin an ininite bafne.3)

Recently, in several papers,1-5) the radiation  ln that study,two difTerent techniques、″ere employ‐

characteristics of a concave radiator were discussed  ed; the nrst for the radiation problem of convex

without the use of approxilnation methods such as  domes,and the second for the radiation problern of

the geometrical approxirnation or the plane‐ wave  concave domes.  The radiation characteristics of

approxirnation. The results show that the diaphragm  convex and concave domes were compared 、/ith

shape has signincant emects on the radiation charac‐   those of a nat piston.

teristics,even when it vibrates as a piston. Shindo    This paper presents a rnethod that can be applied

`′

αi discussed the efFect of the dust cap of a cone  to the radiation problenl from an arbitrary shape of

loudspeaker on its sound radiation using the inite  a radiator with axisylnlnetry. The resuits are com―

element lnethod.1)The flnite element method was  pared with those obtained in Re1 5),and thC degree

also used for a discussion of the sound radiation  of accuracy is discussed.

from a horn loudspeaker by、 4。rita ι′α′.2)In that

study, the cttect of difFerent shapes of horns and

phase plugs on the radiation characteristics werc       /:  radius of thc radiator

discussed. Ohic`′ αムdiscussed the radiation charac―        Iア :  error factor

teristics from a concave cyHnder and a cone‐ shaped       ff:  height of the domc

radia,or.3,4) For the case of the cone‐ shaped radia‐    ■イ,′Vi  maxirnunl numbers of orders ″ and Pr,
tor,thc cavity was approxirnated by a combination            respectively

of thin cylinders;thc sound icld was then expressed       O:  Origin of the coordinatc system

using cylindrical wave functions inside each cylinder.   P′ ι(  ), P.′ (  ):  Lcgendre function of the flrst
Suzuki and llichy applied the least square crror           kind and order″ ,and its dcrivativcs
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S(1):  radiator surface

s(2):  irnaginary surface of the semi‐ sphere of

radius/

1/。 :  amplitude of the velocity of the radiator

ι″ル:  velocity distribution normal to the radiator

surface

α7,b22:  unknown coemcients

力:総 ( ), ル∫2′ ( ):  spherical Hankel function of
the second kind and order 2″ 1, and its

derivative

ら″,77:  Orders of functions

プ:  unit Of COmplex number

九( ),ノ
"′
( ): Spherical Bessd function of the
nrst kind and order″ , and its derivative

た:  wavenumber

r:  radius of the spherical coordinate system

タン( ):  particle velocity in the ν direction

(χ,y,Z):  reCtangular coordinate system

「

ヽ)( ), y解 )( ): funCtiOns deined on the sur‐

face S(1)and S(2),reSpectivdy

θ: conc angle of the spherical coordinatc

system

θν:  angle of the unit vector measured with

respect to the z‐ axis

ν:  unit vector norrnal to the radiator surface

97:  COS θ

ψl,ψll: Velocity potentials

ω:  angular frequency

*: complex coniugate

2◆  GEOMETRY OF THE IⅦ ODEL

The cross s∝ tiOIl of the radiator modd is shown

in Fig。 1, where a rigid diaphragm with radius/

is instaned in the opehing of an inflnite bafnc(cor_

responding to the χッ‐plane)。  The z_axls is the axis

工Иca〃sr.Sac.4,″。(E)3,3(1982)

ofrevolution. In lnost cases,the spherical coordinate

system(r,θ ,φ)｀ uSed instcad of the carteJ雫

coordinate system(χ ,ッ ,Z)。 The radiator surface

and the imaginary surface of a sphere of radius И

and origin O arc denoted by S(1)and S(2), reSpec‐

tivcly.  For the present case, thc diaphragnl is as‐

sumed to vibrate in the z‐ direction sinusoidaHy.

Then, the velocity distribution normal to the dia‐

phragn is given by υ,(r,θ )=ιL COS θレ。 The time

dependent terrll θ′ωt will be suppresscd fOr sirn―

plicity.

3. MATHEMATICAL DISCUSSION

The velocity potential in the space surrounded by

S(1)and S(2)is represented by

ブヽ0,θ)=】コα
"ノ
″Or)P″ (COS θ),

2=0

and the velocity potential in the senli‐ ininite

outside the sphere is represented by

ψl10,θ)=Σ わ2"乃
`総

(々r)P2π (COS θ),
″ =0

where only terms of even order are used in Eq.(2)

since the normal velocity on the batte stlrface is zero.

The particle velocity On S(1)in the direction of ν is

obtained by

ろ←,の一[等券キ弊解]

=Σα″y')(r,θ),
2=0

(3)

where

y,)に θ)=― 隊九
′
(たr)P″ (COS θ)COs(θ ッーθ)

一ノ″(たr)P″
′
(COS θ)Sin θ sin(θッーθ)ル ]・

(4)

This must be cqual to the prescribed velocity distribu‐

tion. Thus,wc have

Σα
"y')(r,θ)=銑 COS θン. (5)

η=0

0n the surface S(2),the velocity potential and the

particle velocity no■ ■1lal to the surface must be con‐

tinuous,i.e.,

ムfr,θ)lr_ス=ψH←,θ)に4    (6)
and

一ユ
摯弊121r素 =一塾

争夕|の
|た 五

Frorn Eq。 (7),wc haVe

( 1 )

space

(2)

′68

Fig。 l Geomctry Ofthe model.
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′
(た′)P″●OS θ)

=Σ b2‐力鍬
′
(たИ)P2π (COSの 。

π=0

Multiplying by P2teOS θ)sin θ and integrating from

Oto 7/2,we obtain

Σα″JiF
●=0

This error factor contains two quantities which are

difFerent in dimensions. They are attusted tO have

the samc dilnensions using the weighting factor α

(8)  。f a pOsitive valuc. The least square error method

allows us to flnd the unknown coemcients α,whiCh

minimize Eq。 (15). ThiS iS dOne by diferentiating

Eq。 (15)with respect to α
“
,″ =0,1,… .,ハL sO that

we obtain Ar+l Silnultaneous equations.

底α′[Is9yP堅
⇒*お十α

lsc)T)ylつ
*パ

]

●
′

α∞Σ
御

御‖島0為靱鉤
=ib2“乃鍬

′
(たの

IP2●
0)P21(η )吻

Utilizing the property:

∫IP2‐
(η)P2`(η)励夕=O   fOr'質 キ :,

=轟 b属 ,

=Is① 硫 COS θν当つ*パ
,

b・

・
is expressed by

b¨=昼α′ノ″′(たИ)ラ

il;1'::ァ∫IP,(η)POt(η)吻 .

(11)

Rewriting Eq.(6),we obtain

Σ α″ノ″

"И

)P″ ●OS θ)=Σα″ノ″
′
OИ )

lt=0                   ●=0

(12)

Then,

(13)

(16)

′=0,1,2,¨ 。,Ⅳ .

If oncも the radiator shape and た∠ are given, 憂ヽ )

and 整ヽ )deined by〕Eqs.(4)and(14)are determined

on S(1)and S(2), reSpectively, and the integrals

inside the bracket of the above equation are calculat―

ed. Then,theハ√+l silnultaneous equations can be

solved.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSS10N

The discussion in the preceding section shows

that this inethod docs not have any requirement on

the shape of the radiator except the one which is

equal to or close to a convex or a concave semi‐

sphere。 (The reason for this was discussed in Rei
5).) As the cxamples of the numerical calculations,

the frequency responses of the far‐ fleld on‐axis

sound pressure were calculated for the threc types

of radiator shapes Figs. 2(a), 2(b), and 2(c).  The

nrst t、″。were chosen for comparison with the results

of the previous work.5) The third was chosen as

one of the arbitrary shapes of the radiator.

The numbers iイ and Ⅳ used for the calculations

were deterlnined after several cut‐ and‐ tries.  In all

cases,they were 14 and 16 atた /〓=0。 l and 26 and

(a)           (b)           (C)

Fig。 2  Threc types or radiator lsed for thc

calculation of far‐ flcld on‐ axis pressurc.

(9)

(10)

・
|ム瑠犠雰[IP″

0)P2π (つ吻
]

・ら2●幼 P2m●oSの
|.

Σ α″y解 )(И
,θ)=0,

71=0

where

yF)(И
,θ)=ブπ(た/)P″ (COSの一」iz′(たИ)

。
|ム瑯窃器[∫ IP,(η

)P笏 (η)吻
]

・疑総0/)P2_(COSの
|。
    (И )

Ⅳ遂酪』品」ⅧFtte∬
CLSttty蠍

1;

satisfled, and we can deflne the error factor by

E〒
∫メDI自

α″野 Xr,の _眺 COS θ"ltS

+α
lsOIム

απ y'(/,の
ltS.(15)
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Fig。 3 Frequency response of the far‐neld

on‐axis pressure of a convex dome with

Jf/И =0.5(type(→ ).

The solid line and the squares were calcu‐

lated by the present and the previous

methods,respectively.

36 at々 /=10.0,respcctively. They increased alFnOSt

linearly with reSpect to log(た /)betW∝ n these fre‐

quencies. The weighti,g factor α in Eq。 (15)was
chosen equal to ω, after thc careful investigation

of the cfFect Of α on the accuracy. The two sets of

functions y,)and yF)in Eq.(15)are frequency
dependent,and in the prcscnt problen■ it was found

that α,when lct equal to ω,gave the best accllracy
among the cases tcsted.

The far‐neld on_axis sound pressure of the convex

dome with a height‐lo‐radius ratio(=//)equal to

O.5,which was normalized lo the response of a flat

piston with same volume velocity(O dB lino was

obtained by the present mcthod and also by the
previous method.5) Figure 3 shows that the two

cllrves arc in good agreement with each other except

in the high‐ frequency region. The far‐ neld on_axis

sound pressures of the concave dome obtained by

these two methods are compared in Fig. 4.  The

discrepanciё s between the responses are larger than

for those of the convex dome. The reason for this

may be the lack of accuracy in the numerical calcula‐

tion of the Rayleigh integral,which had been used

in the previous method.5) The results which were

obtained by both methods,however,are reasonably

accurate descriptions of the radiation characteristics

of convex and concave domes.

The radiator shown in Fig。 2(c)haS a cOmpound

shape comprising a truncated cone and a convex

domeo The main difFerence between this shape and

the previous two types is that it has surfaces both

f7a
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]・ 1             1.0
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Fig.4 Frequency response of the far_neld

on‐axis pressure of a concave dOme with

Jf/И =0.5(type(b)).
The solid line and the squares were cal‐

culated by the present and previOus lneth‐

ods,resp∝tively.

behind and in front of the bame surface. The fre‐

quency response of the nOrmalized far― ■eld On―axis

sound pressure of this radiator is shown in Fig. 5.

This result seems reasonable, because a shanow

radiator should have a respOnse close to that of a

flat piston which is given by the O dB line.

The errors of the methOds stated above may be

cstirnated by checking the degree of rnatching of the

velocity potentials and particle ve10cities.   The

foHowing three errors were calculated:

ERROR l=Isω
l[由

α"均
)(′

,の
]―

耽 (ら θ)12ぉ

≠Isの 1由
α″yP(r,θ)12パ , (17)

ЁRRC)R2=Is(2)|[由 α″ノ″(kA)P″ (cOs θ)]

二
[ム

b2"た2(たo鳥2(cosの
]12ぉ

≠∫sOI由α″ノ″(た/)L(COs θ)12ぉ ,(18)

alld

ERRC)R3==∫
s(2)|[由

α″たノ″
′
0をИ)P″ (Cos θ)]

~[ム b2"たる2′ (ためP2%い Sθ)]|レ

≠Is② l由
α
"″
″′(た/)P″ (COS θ)12ぉ 。

一

ｄ

(19)
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ERROR l alld 3 give the degree oflnatching of the

velocities on the surfaces S(1)and S(2), .cspeCtively.

ERROR 2 calculates the crror ofthe matching ofthe

velocity potentials on s(2). The results of ERROR

l, 2, and 3 for the three difFerent diaphrams are

plotted in Figs.6～ 8。

ERRC)Rl,2,and 3 of the convex and concave
domes are mostly less than O.01. The convex and

concave domes show difFerent frequcncy dependent

errors and, generaHy speaking, the convex dome

has a better accuracyo Since the sound flelds around

the convex and concave domes are difFerent from

each other,5)it may be necessary to uSe difFerent

values of″ and Ⅳ in order to have the same order

of accuracy.

ERRC)R l,2,and 3 for the compound radiator
type(C)increasc gradually aboveたИ=2.0. An
error peak is seen atた И=4,and beyond this fre‐

quency ERROR l is greater than O.01.This type of

error peak is mostly induced when one(or bOth)Of

Лイ and Ⅳ are given a t00 1arge valuc(or Values).

The spherical Bessel and Neumann functions(and

their derivatives)becOme very small and very large,

respectively, for a given value of argument as their

order increases. lrhis nature of these functiOns is the

main cause of the errors in the numerical calculation

ofthe presentrnethodo An error peak such as observ‐

ed in Fig.6 or 8 occurs at an unpredicted frequency

even if the same set Ofルグand Ⅳ gives reasonable
accuracy in the range around that speciflc frequency.

For this reason, the accuracy of the results should

be checked for each frequency of the calculation.

ERROR l,2,and 3 dご ined by Eqs.(17)ん (19)seem
to be suitable for this purpose. The sound pressure
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Fig.7  Frequency dependence or errors in

the calculation of the pressure of the con‐

cave dome(type(b)).

The square,plus,and nlinus signs are for

ERROR l,2,and 3,respect市 ely.

L: 1.0
WAVENut■ 4BER● RAOIuS (kA)

Fig。 8 Frequency dependence of errors in

the calculation of the pressure of the com‐

pound radiatOr(type(c)).

The square,plus,and minus signs are for

ERROR l,2,and 3,respectivcly.

1。

-6

:。
-6

lL l

■ 1 :_■

,AVENじ MBER,RADIじ S (kA)

Fig。 5 Frequcncy response of the
on‐axis pressure of a compound

(type● )).

far_neld

radiator

:。

-6

■ 1 !。 ■

WAVENUMBER☆ RADIUS (kA)

Fig。 6 Frequency dependence or errOrs in

the calculatiOn of the pressure of the con‐

vёx dome(type●
))。

The square,plus,and nlinus signs are for

ERROR l,2,and 3,respect市 cly.
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at々/=4.O in Fig.5 does not difFer lnuch from those

at the adiacent frequencies, even though the cor‐

responding errors at this frequency are much larger

than the neighbors(ERROR l in Fig.8 is almost

O。 l atたИ=4.0)。 (It Was connrmed that a usage of
smaner values ofハイandハr atた/=4.O gives better

accuracy。 )

From the above discussion it can be loncluded

thatif ERROR l,2,and 3,deflned by Eqs.(17)～

(19),resp∝ t市dy,are not larger than O.01,the result

obtained has sumcient accuracy for the dete.Hlina‐

tion of the radiation characteristics at the frequency

of interest.

5。  CONCLUS10NS

A rnethod that can be applied to the radiation

problem fron■  a radiator of an arbitrary shape

(aXiSymmetric)haS been presented.  The on‐ axis

sound pressures of the convex and concave domes

have been compared with those obtained in the pre‐

vious paper,5)and it is concluded that the accura‐

cy of the present rnethod is suttcient for the determi‐

nation of the radiation characteristics of the convex

and concave radiators. This methOd was also ap‐

plied to the radiation prOble血 from a very sha1low

radiator consisting of convex and concave surfaces.

It has b∝n shown that this method gives reason―

able result which iS C10se to the on‐axis sound pres‐

sure of the flat piston over the range力 /==0。 1～ 10.0.

The accuracy of the present rnethod was estilnated

by ch∝ king the degrec of continuity of the particle

velocities and velocity potential of the solution.

If ERROR l,2,and 3 deined by Eqs.(17)″ (19),

resp∝tively,are not larger than O.01,the result rnay

have sufncient accuracy for the discussion of the

radiation characteristics_

工′
`ο“

s′.Saco JP4。 (Jり 3,3(198の

The present method can also be applied to the

radiation problem from a thin sheH or a plate vibrat‐

ing with a prcscribed velocity distributiott by intro‐

ducing both the even and odd terms in Eq.(2)and

taking the intcgration in Eq。 (9).OVCr the range
-l to l.  In this paper, only axisyrFHnetric cases

were consideredo lt may be straightforward to apply

this lnethod to a three‐ dirnensional problem.
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